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New .Arts And Sciences Dean,
Provost Appointed
By KEN HARDY
UMR has filled two administrative vacancies with the
selection of a new provost and a
new dean of the College of Arts
and Sciences.
Dr. Tomlinson Fort, Jr., of
Carnegie-Mellon
University,
has been chosen as the new
provost and professor of
chemistry
and
chemical
engineering, effective at the
beginning of the fall 1980
semester. He replaces Dr. Jim
C. Pogue who submitted his
resignation last June. Dr.
Pogue will return to teaching as
professor of English. He will

Dean Of Arts & Sciences Dr. Barker
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UMR Student Gets
$680 In Kroger Run
By KEN HARDY
Curtis Westrich held the
lucky ticket, but the real winner
in Sigma Phi EpSilon's Kroger
shopping-spree
raffle
was
Rolla's Cerebral Palsy School.
Rolla Mayor Lou McFarland
drew Westrich's name, a
member of Phi Kappa Theta,
from among four thousand
tickets. In the two minute
period alloted at Kroger's, the
Phi Kap team rang up a tab of
more than $680.
Sip Ep realized more than
$1400 in profit to be given
towards the construction of new
facilities for the Cerebral Palsy
School. The new structure is
expected to cost around $152,000
and will stand at Eighteenth SI.

II

and Forum Drive.
The rules of the food run
stated that one person may run
for two minutes or any number
of people may run with all of
their running times totaling no
more than two minutes.
Curt selected three other
genllemen from Phi Kappa
Theta to run with him. Each for
30 seconds. The team prepared
for the run by lookin g through
the store Friday evening and
preselecting the items they
wished to collect.

Kassen collected pizzas and
lawn chairs.
The value of the goods they
collected totaled $685 .81. A
donation by Kroger paid for
$80.00 of the goods.
This is the first time that
Sigma Phi Epsilon has sponsored a food run and the person
in charge of it, Bill Manly, said
he expects they will have
another next year.

continue to serve as provost
until Dr. Fort's arrival.
Dr. Marvin W. Barker of
Mississippi State University
has been chosen as the new
dean of the College of Arts and
Sciences and professor of
chemistry, effective July 1. Dr.
Barker replaces Dr. Wayne C.
Cogell who has served as acting
dean since last August. The
position became vacant July 1
when Dr. Adrian H. Daane
resigned as dean of the College
of Arts and Sciences to become
UMR's dean of graduate study.
Dr. Barker, 43, Is presently
professor and head of the
department of chemistry at
Mississippi State University .
He has a B.A . in chemistry from
Southern Illinois UniversityCarbondale and A.M . and Ph.D.
degrees in organiC chemistry
from Drake University.
He has been recognized by
Phi Eta Sigma, the Inof
ternational
Society
Hetrocyclic Chemistry, Delta
Rho, Phi Lambda UpSilon,
Sigma
XI,
Outstanding
Educators in the Southeast, and
has received the Johnson Wax
Award and the Mississippi State
Alumni Award for Research .
Dr. Barker has been active in
organic chemistry research,
small-ring
heterocycles,
chemistry of helerocumulenes,
drug design and synthesis. He
has
supervised
numerous
graduate students within these
areas,
directed
several
research grants, and published
more than 25 technical articles.
Dr. Fort, as new provost, will
report to the chancellor as the
principle academic officer of
the Rolla campus . He will be
responsible for implementation
of policies and procedures
dealing with undergraduate and
I(raduate
Instnlctlon
and

wllh
conti nuin ~
research .
education and public services
and with academic services.
Dr. Fort: 48, is presently
professor and head of the
department
of
chemical
engineering at Carnegie-Mellon
University, Pittsburgh, Pa. He
holds a B .S. in chemistry from
the University of Georgia, and
M .S. and Ph.D. degrees in
physical chemistry from the
University of Tennessee, and
completed postdoctoral work at
the University of Sydney,
Australia . He also holds a
diploma from the Institute for
Educational Management at
Harvard University .
Dr. Fort's professional affiliations include the American
Chemical Society, American
Institute
of
Chemical
Engineers, Alpha Chi Sigma,
Gamma Sigma Epsilon, Sigma
Xi, Catalysis Society, and the
American
Society
for
Engineering Education. His
research Interests are surface
phenomena and-or absof1)tlon.
He has published more than
fifty technical papers I~ these
areas.
UMR Chancellor Joseph M .
Marchello
expressed
his
pleasure in obtaining people of
Dr. Fort's and Dr. Barker's
qualifications and stature. The
chancellor said that both men
are outstanding in their fields
and have proven capabilities as
administrators.
Chancellor Marchello expressed his appreciation to Dr.
Pogue and Dr. Cogell for their
services as acting provost and
dean,
respectively.
The
chancellor also thanked Dr.
Billy E. Gillett who served as
chairman of the dean search
committee, and Dr. Lawrence
Christensen who served as
chairman of the provost search
~ommi"_

On his run Curt gathered
steaks . The second runner, Dick
Unverferth collected turkey,
shrimp and hamburger. The
third runner Paul Rompel
ga ther ed health and beauty
needs and running fourth Tim

* The New Miner Officers * II

On Tuesday, April 22. the Board of Trustees for Student
Publications met to elect officers for the "M issouri Miner" for next
year.
The following students were elected to hold the various positions :
Editor-In-Chief
Business Manager
Managing Editor
Advertising Director
News Editor
Features Editor
Sports Editor
Photo Editor

Bob Burchett
Marilyn Kolbet
Ch riS Ransom
ClOdi Monds
Paul Braun
Mary Ford
Gerry Goeke
Dave Caswell

The newly elected Miner Board then elected Or~ Curt Adams as
their faculty advisor: to contil)ue to serve the students of UMR.

Phil Manley of Sigma Phi Epsilon, instigator of the "All You Can Grab Run"looks at the
winning ticket for the contest drawn by Rolla's Mayor McFarland.
( Photo by Cook)
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student's attention on tbe part
where the error came in. Thus,
little by little the
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ents Calendar Of Events Calendar Of Events Calendar
lendar Of Events Calendar Of Events Calendar Of Even
TUESDAY

THURSDAY

PSlcm
TONIGHT'S MOVIE
The most freewheeling of New Wave films. Louis Malle's "Zazie"
represents an ingenious solution to the problems of filming Raymond
Queneau's "unfilmable" novel about a foul-mouthed lI-year-<>ld girl who
comes to Paris to visit her drag-queen uncle. Finding the cinematic
equivalent of the author's punning style, Malle fashions his film into an orgy
of outrageous sight-gags, in-jokes, film parodies, visual games, changing
speeds, and wild stunts. The use of breakneck editing in particular marked a
new era in film technique. But in all departments, Zazie is a film Ireak 's
journey through the looking glass.
Shown at 7:30 p.m. in the M.E . Auditorium, $2 at the door.

UMR PHOTO CLUB
Don't forgel!!!! Tonight is the night that all single-lens-reflex -35mm and
instamatic camera " picture-takers" can get valuable camera tips!
Come, with your cameras, to our meeting this Thursday, TONIGHT, April
24, at 7:00 p.m., in the Ozark Room , room 214 , in the Studenl Union Cenler
West. Everyone is invited.
Following the election of next year 's ol/icers, Russ McWaters will talk
about " How to Get Better Pictures From Whatever Kind of Camera You
Use," to be followed by a basic-t(}-advanced presentation on " How to Use
Any of the 35mm-SLR Cameras." Then a tour of the Club's darkroom , in the
nearby Rolla Building, will be conducted for those interested .
This is your last chance this semester to learn how to change those fuzzy,
dull pictures into sharp, clear memories. For more information, call Todd
Vieheller, room 304, at 364-9956.
CHI EPSILON
There will be a Chi Epsilon meeting on Thursday, April 24th in Room 302 of
the C.E. Building at 8:00 p.m. There will be election of ollicers for the coming
semester. There will also be the election of the outstanding senior, and the
selection of the laculty awards. Pledges should bring their plaques for
signing. Refreshments will be served.

Psi Chi is having a meeting on April 29. The business meeting will be lrom
7:00 to 7:30 in G-7 H-SS. Dr. Marlin and Dr. Riordan will give a presentation
at 7:30. Their topic will be, "Truth-in-Testing Legislature." ALL Psi Chi
members, associates, and public are invited to the presentation . ALL Psi Chi
members, associates, and anyone interested in Psychology are cordially
invited to the business meeting.

WEDNESDAY
SPELUNKERS' CLUB
The MSM Spelunkers' Cl ub meets Wednesday at 6: 15 p.m . in room 305 01
Norwood Hall. Be there!

IEEE
IEEE will hold its monthly meeting on Wednesday, April 30 in room 105
E .E. at 7:00 p.m. Mark Veckner Irom Bell Labs-Chicago, will speak on
Telecommmunications 01 the luture . Election 01 ol/icers lor next semester
will be held , and memberships will be taken . Relreshments afterward will be
available.

NODAY
UMRCHEER-, YELL-LEADERS
UMR students interested in becoming a cheerleader or yell -leader lor nexl
lall's squad may contact either Mary Essner at 364-9905 or Daniel Siroky at
364-4841.

INDEPENDENTS' WEEKEND

M-O.UB
There will be an M-Club Smoker Thursday, April 24 at 7:00 p.m. at the
second floor apartment above Rolla Rare Coin Shop on the NE corner of 7th
and Pine. There will be an important business meeting to plan the M-Club
Junior Olympics to be held Sunday, April 22. It is important that all members
attend. Relreshments will be available.

SPS
The Astronomy Group of SPS will meet on Thursday, May 1st at 7:30 p.m.
in 104 Physics. Ol/ieer elections for next lall will be held. So all members,
please be there! Relreshments will be served .

Independents' Weekend is moving to the Fall ( tentatively Oct. 3, 4) and to
celebrate the big move there will be a costume party, Friday, May 2nd at
Tech-Engine Club, at 8:30 p.m . II you nerd out and don't wear a costume, it'll
cost you 50( to get in, so dress weird and come over and drink some beer.
OMEGA cm EPSILON
We, the mem bers 01 Omega Chi Epsilon, the distillers 01 the elixir ollile:
do hereby accept your challenge. We shall meet at the appointed time and
place : where you, serls 01 sludge, shall meet the fate 01 your predecessors,
the machine-heads and lightning dodgers, which is DEFEAT.

SUB
Scripts
Tomorrow night at 8:00 p.m .
the Student Union Board will
present Dave Rudolf in concert
on the UMR hockey puck. This
talented artist features songs of
folk, country and rock. His
sense of humor and polished
music should make an en·
joyable evening for everyone.
This Sunday, SUB will be
showing the recent remake of
"The
Three
Musketeers, "
starring Oliver Reed, Faye
Dunaway, and Raquel Welch .
Sword play, romance, satire
and slapstick comedy is in store
as D ' Artagnan progresses from
country bumpskin to King's
Musketeer.

Need Term Papers Typed?

Call Judy between 8:00 a,m,
& 5:00 p,m,
(314) 729·5473

COMMONWEALTH
THEATRES

PREREGlSTRATION
Preregistration lor currently enrolled students who will be returning lor
the 1980 summer session and/or the 1980 fall semester will begin April 21 and
end April 25.
Students should obtain their preregistration materials and schedule of
classes from the Registrar's Ollice starting April 17. Detailed inlormation
regarding preregistration will be found in the front section 01 the lall
schedule 01 classes. Students who preregister will be given an opportunity to
pay lees prior to regular registration.

SATURDAY
PARTYI PARTYI
Campus Club (site 01 the famous Homecoming Teas) invites everyone to a
party Saturday, May 3rd, at 8:30 p.m . leaturing mixed drinks, good music,
and good times. Please plan to attend . There will be no admission charge.

SUNDAY
XE tNITIATION BANQUET
Chi Epsilon, the National Civil Engineering Fraternity will hold their
spring initiation Sunday, April 27 at 4:30 p.m . in the C.E. building. The
banquet will begin at 6:00 p.m. at the Lions Club Den . Tickets lor the banquet
are $5 .50 and are available from Eric Schmidt. Barb Ellerbrake, and Mike
McEvilly .

BETA SIG LITl'LE SISTERS
The Little Sisters 01 Beta Sigma Psi are sponsoring a Mexican dinner on
Sunday, April 27 Irom 4:00 to 7:00 P .M . at BETA TlCO'S, N2 Fraternity
Drive. The choice 01 dinners are:
Small Plate - $1 .50
2 tacos, I burrito
Large Plate - $2.25
3 tacos, 2 burritos
Plus all the iced tea you can drink . Other beverages are available at an
additional cost. Tickets will be sold at the door.

NOTICE TO STUDENTS WHO ARE VETERANS
Students enrolled under veterans' educational benefits programs should be
sure they have complied with all requirements for proper enrollment and
certification to the Veterans' Administration . Mrs. Maxine Watkins in the
Registrar's Ollice, 103 Parker Hall, is the person to see if you have lorms to
be completed, questions about procedure, changes in course load or degree
programs, or problems in receiving benefit checks. Mrs. Watkins can
arrange appointments for veterans with Mr. Larry Rackers, V A representative to the UMR campus, and provide telephone numbers 01 the VA ollice in
SI. Louis.

Evenings 7 & 9:10

"Jesus" G

Evenings 7 & 9:10
Kramer vs. Kramer PG
Adult Owl Show
Showtime 11:15 p,m,
Friday & Saturday

GRADUATE ENGINEERING CENTER
The summer semester at UMR's Graduate Engineering Center in St. Louis
begins June 9 and continues through Aug. I. Registration is Wednesday , June
4, from Hi p.m. For more inlormation, contact Dr. Edward Bertnolli, 8001
Natural Bridge Road, St. Louis, MO 63121.

PSI CHI
Psi Chi is having a picnic May 4 at Meramec Springs. Psi Chi will lurnish
the meat and soft drinks. Everyone who is interested is invited to attend . The
picnic will start at I :00. For more inlormation contact Willi Roster or Allen
Hughes.
KCAISlOf t1K ~l. "'Till( Of T. toltlUS*! or nMSrllIGOIIlft.l . . .mED
.TMf.WTlll _UT($OfnsiJ«IWI~

MONDAY

AOUl TS ONLY

PUBLIC LECl'URE
Prolessor Harold Hyman , Prolessor 01 History at Rice Universily , will
deliver a public lecture, " With Malice Toward Some : Lincoln 's
Assassination," on Monday evening, April 28, 1980 at 7 p. m. in Room G-5 01
the Humanities-Social Sciences Building. The lecture is lree and open to the
public.
J
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Indivtdual or group canoeing on a spring fed Ozark
stream 100 miles south of Rolla.

NORTH FORK RIVER· MARK TWAIN FOREST
CANOES, KAYAKS ' CAMPING' FISHING· RELAXING

@

IN COLO R

ROLLA DRIVE-IN
Showtime 7:15
Love al First Bite PG
plus
Old Dracula PG

Final Exam Schedule '
Th e final e xam period will begin Monday J Hay 1 2 , 1980 , at

~~~~l~' :~e a~~h:~~l:~ }~;O t~~:~ ~~~~~~:y i i:~~d 1I~ ~:~~ion C~~on
b e l ow.
Room as s ignment s f or co mmon finals will b e a nno un ce d
by th e in s tructor.
Th e course s no t c o vere d in Se c ti o n s I , I I , II I are to be
arran ged by the l.n st ructo r 1. 0 c oo peratlon w1.th th e s t u d e nts
10 tha t c o urs e.
.
1.

Evening Course rina ls a r e sc h ed u l e d for the ev e n i ng
S CS Sl.on durlng f l. nal \>Jce k .

II.

Commo n Final s inclu de a ] 1 sect i o n s unl e ss o th er\O li se
s tated.
(Roo m to b e schedu le b y Re g i s trar)
COURSE

a;e;:n-yngr 237
Chern Engr 262 A, B
CE 102 A I B
CE 218 A, 8

C[2SlA,e
esc 73, 163, 2 53
C Sc 74
C So 83, 183
C Sc 218
C So 260
[E 61, 63, 2113 At B
EE 207' SJ C

[[2lIA,S
EE 251 A. B. C, D
EE 253 A, 8
tE261A,B
EE273B,D
Engr Hech 50) 150
tngr Hech 110
Geol tner 50
Mist 60) 11~) 176
Life .sci 1

Math 2,... It) •• 21, · 22
Hath 6
HE 219. 231
HE 227
HE 229
HE 2~1
HE 279

Phys 21, 23. 24, 25

III .

FINAL EXAM TIME
Tue sda y 10: 00-12 :00
\oIednesda y 1 : 00-3: 00
Thursday 3: 30-5 : 30
Thursday 3: 30-5: 30
Tu esday 10: 00-12: 00
Tues d a y 3:30-5:30
Tuesda y 10:00-12:00
Thursday 10:00-12 : 00
f'l o nday 10:00-12:00
Hednesday 7: 30-9 : 30
We d nesday 7: 30-9 : 30
f'londay 10:00-12:00
Thursday 3: 30-5: 30
Thursday 3: 30-5: 30
Tuesday 3:30-5:30
Wednesday 1: 00-3: 00
Tuesday 10:00-12;00
Tuesday 10:OQ-12:00
I10nday 10: 00.:12: 00
Thursday 10: 00-12: 00
Wednesday 1 ": 30-9: 30
Thursday 3: 30-5:),0
Monday 10:00-12:00
Wednesday 1: 00-3: 00
Wednesda~ 7: 30-9: 34. .
ThuI'sday 10: 00-12: 00
Thursday 3: 30- 5: 30
Monday 7: 30-9 : 30
Tuesday 3:30-5:30
Wednesda y 1: 00-3: 00

Regular finals
FIRST WEEKLY CLASS
MEETING TIME

Mo nday
Mo n day
Mo n day
Mo nday
Monday

7: 30

8 : 05 or 8 : 30
9 : 30
10 : 30
11 : 3 0
~Ionda y 1 2 : 3 0
Mo n day 1 : 30
Monday 2 : 3 0

Tu e s d a y
Tue sday
Tue sda y
Tuesd a y
T ue sday
T u esday

8: 05 or 8 : 3 0
9: 30
1 0 : 30
11:05 o r 1 3 : 30
1 2 : 30
1 : 30 or 2 : 05

FINAL EXAM TIME
Hon da y 7 :3 0 - 9 : 3 0
Wednesd ll Y 1 0:00 - 12 00
Thursday 7 : 30 - 9 : 30
ThurSday 1 : 00-3 : 00
Tuesday 1: 00 - 3 : 00
1'I onday 1:00 - 3 : 00
frida y 10 : 00-12 : 00
fri day 3 : 30 - 5 : 3 0
f riday 7 : 3 0- 9 : 3 0
3 : 3 0 - $ : 30
Fri<l<ly 1:00 - 3 : 00
Tu eSday 7:3 0 - 9 :3 0
Hednesday 3 : :.1 0 - 5 : 30
Saturday 7 : 30 - 9 : 30
~I onda y

Missouri Mi_n er
The MISSOURI MINE-R is the official publication of the students of
the University of Missouri at Rolla. It is published weekly at Rolla,
Missouri . The MISSOURI MINER features activities of the students
and facult y of UMR.
364·8115
Editor
Bill Frank
Business Manager
Betsy Hawks
364·4780
Managing Editor
Bob Burchett
364·5156
News Editor
Marilyn Kolbe!
364·7416
News Staff: Paul Braun, Ken Hardy, Mike Dunnermann, Mary Ford,
Karen Downer.
Features Editor
Linda Ponzer
364·3150
Features Staff: Diane Nau, Kate · Busher, Bob Koenig, Cornelia
Hecker, Ray Luechenfeld.
Sports Editor
Chris Ransom
364·81\ 5
Sports Staff: John Crow, Gerry Goeke, Chris Wilson.
Photo Editor
Daryl Seck
364-9769
Ph9tographers: Dave Caswell, Paul Schaeffer, Ph,il Cook .
Steve Sontag
.
364-9885
Advertising Director
AdvertiSing Sales Staff: Cindi Monds, Rich Bee, Kim Hoffstetter.
Circulation: Mark Brown, Dean Hutson, Don Hunt.
341·4809
Faculty Advisor
Curtis Adams
Subscriptions are available to the general readership at a rate of $6 per
semester.
.
Articles and photos for publication in the Miner must be In ~y 9:00
p.m. on Monday before printing on Thursday. We are subscribers to
the National News Bureau.
THE MISSOURI MINER
T·l,341·4235
University of Missouri·Rolla
Rolla, MO 65401

, G&D STEAK HOUSE

Open 7 days

6 Oz. Ribeye

STEAK

11 a.m.·9 p.m.

8 Oz. Chuck

STEAK

Forum Plaza

8 Oz. Fillet

STEAK

2.50 2.20 3.07
Includes Baked Potato or French Fries & Texas Toast.
Free Ice Cream .
.

Th·e ·· l'98a All Greek Picture·
( PIiofo by Schaeffer)

Latimer
Named
Miner of
the Month

Thursday, April 24, 1980

Submitted by Blue Key

MISSOURI MINER

Ed Latimer has the honor of
"Blue Key Miner of the Month"
for the month of March. Ed was
nominated by Phi Kappa Theta
Fraternity for his efforts in the
organization of the SMlIRT
Tournament held in Rolla. This
is the largest tournament in the
Midwest and Ed, being the
President of the Rugby Club ,
went about the task of setting up
committees
for
publicity,
parties, concessions, fields, and
programs. The tournament was
a success thanks to his efforts.

'Reagan For
Shah' Gets
Support
BERKELEY, CA (CPS) Presidential candidate Ronald
Reagan, who has fared poorly
in student·dominated preCincts
during the primaries, has unwittingly rallied some dubious
support on the University of
California·Berkely campus.
Calling itself the "Reagan for
Shah Committee," a group of
allegedly pro-Reagan activists
has announced plans to protest
the " ugly emergence of neo-,
anti·war hysteria on America 's
campuses ."
Zodiac News Service reports
that committee members claim
"thousands of clean, decent.
obedient young Americans"
support them. The committee
plans university rallies to
protest the "disturbing specter
of draft resistance hanging over
our universities and colleges."

Page 3

Pizza Night
Raises $300
By MARY FORD
Theta T au Omega's semi·
annual Pizza Night held last
Thursday raised approximately
three-hundred
dollars
for
charity .
Theta Tau Omega members
delivered all the pizzas ordered,
estimated at 275 in number.
Deliveries were made from five
o'clock to twelve o'clock.

regrets. " Theta Tau would like
to apologize for not bei·ng able to
handle the rush that overtook
them . Next time they will be
better prepared for it. "
The top three customers of
Theta Tau Pizza' Night are as
follows:
Tau Kappa Epsilon
$50
$26
Phi Kappa Theta
Beta Sigma Psi
$17

---

-

For every large pizza sold,
$1.00 was contributed, and for
every extra-large sold $2.00 was
·contributed .

~A

!P~~~~A
DELICIOUS MEXICAN
FOOD
Mexico City Style
Steaks-Sandwiches
Now Serving
SOPAIPILLAS
Closed Mondays
Hwy. 63 S. Rollo
364-1971

There were problems en·
countered due to a huge on·
slaught of orders at one time .
Many pizzas were delivered up
to three hours late. Bruce
Colburne, chairman of the
event, offered his sincerest
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BEVERAGE MART
)

on sale now

Old Milwaukee Y2 Bbl.

>

$2250

>
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1021 Kingshighway - Next To Pizza Hut
7 a.m. to Midnight
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Tips On Record And Tope Core
They feel the pinch every
time they buy a new record or
tape - or for that matter. any
petrochemical-based product.
Life on a tight budget, fixed
income or part-time job can

UMR students don't need an
economics lecture to know that ·
spiraling inflation fueled by
skyrocketing oil prices affects
their lives daily.

further magnify the problem.
Today, even the smallest record
or tape library and most modest
stereo system represent a
considerable investment .

But, acconl1ng to Memorex
manager of audio development
Fred Sischka, students can
protect this investment with
minimal care and a few Simple
precautions:

Council of Graduate Students

Student Activity Budgets
1980-81
Each year all student activity budgets are published In
the MINER. Students are urged to exa.!nine these budgets
and question the respective organizations U needed,

Fund Source for

ropose tI~dget
for 198~81

Prevlo~~d~:!;~lq7q-801 ~~;~_~,;nt

Catenor
SalarIes
Fees (, Honora r ia
Tra vel
Communications
Uti Ii tieS
Prlntin
Su lies
EQu i pment
Ot he r :
Ot he r :
TOTAL

A

50
50

100
50
100
100
180

_b'

"U

Adm iss ion Fees _ _ _---'!!..-____________

General Lectures
u geted

roposed Budget

for 1 8()-SI

PrevIous Year I 7 -80
( 000

Trave l
Commun ications
Ut ilities
Print!n
Su 1 i es
E ui cot
Otner: - .... Other :'"'.
TOTAL

To tal _ _ _ _ _- 'S'-"',3"'0_ _---'_ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

, 00

Student Council

Fee s & HonorarIa

3/28/80
.... 800

- 0-

2 AOD

,

Fund' Source for

,1

00

tate orv
Salaries
Fees (, Honoraria
Tra ve l
Commun i ca t Ions
Uti I i ties
Print in
Supp] ies
E ui ment
Ot he r
Other'
i
TOTAL

0-0

1980-81
S26 , fidQ

Admission Fees

21 , S18

prevlo~~ ~:!~~ IQ7Q- Bo) ~~;~_~6)nt

000

,

,

Activ itI es Fee

Beg inning Bala nc e , 1980- 8 1

2,bOO OUtd oor Rec rea h o:1. I ncome 1980- 81
Other _ _ _ _ _ _--"2'"'-'"O,O
"O,__T
,",i",c",
k"e ,,t -'s"'a.;;
'e"'s'--_ _ __
____________~'~6~
,~
,'~
7~
8 _____________________

Fund Source for

•

(~9;'~80)
9 1
2
226
60

4 3
74

not final)
1 600
1700
SOO

1980-81

10.291

71
313

329
1 87

7 00

1611
3791
8172

1689
1309

8500

11813

20 2 3

1

stu de n t fee
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-Excessive humidity is also
harmful to tape. Always store
tapes in a dry spot.
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-If cassette tapes come with
hub locks, use them . They
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during storage, which can
damage tape.
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Tape Recorders
Memorex's Sischka says tape
heads should be cleaned at least
every 30 to 40 hours of playing
time. Several cleaning aids are
commercially available. They
range from easy-to-use headcleaner cassettes and cartridges to more sophisticated
tape-recorder care kits. Sischka
advises
following
deckmanufacturer cautions to avoid
damaging tape heads whenever
performing
routine
maintenance.
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-Tapes stored in cars or vans
should be kept away from heat
and direct sunlight. Cassette
and cartridge shells can be
warped by excessive heat exposure:
-Dust, dirt and sand are
harmful to internal moving
parts. Always keep tapes in
storage albums when not in use.

24

Actlvl ties fee _ - - l$"4L
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ropose

-Keep tapes well away from
magnetic fields produced by
like
household
items
televisions, loudspeakers and
magnetic doorlatches. These
can produce audible swishes or
complete recording erasures,
depending on the amount of
exposure.

, 0
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u gete
Previous Yea r 1

Cassette and 8-Track Tapes

~OO

70
ion5 100
8

- Whene·ver
handling
records, touch only the center
label and the outer edge.
Natural skin oils are harmful to
record grooves.
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$

st.

-K~p
them away from
direct sunlight and other
sources of heat. Records are
being made thinner and thinner. Temperatures as low as 80
degrees can warp them permanently.
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Cate or
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-Keep them clean. Many
record cleaning devices, such
as specially designed softbristled brushes are available.
Clean records sound better,
last longer and subject the
stylus (needle) to less wear.

- Store records vertically.
Pressure created by horizontal
stacking can warp records at
the bottom of the pile.
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"Proper care of records,
tapes and recorders is easy
and pays big dividends in better
performance and longer, more
enjoyable use,"
says
the
Memorex man.
When
consider~
one
replacement costs, inflation
and oil prices, Sischka's advice
probably makes good sense.

Did Pre side nt Car ter Ove rrea ct
In Boy cott ing Oly mpi c Gam es?
By ROGER SIMON
Unable to ship the Iranians,
incapabl e of intimidat ing the
Russians, not willing to offend
our allies, we finally have found
a villain we can beat up on:
The
America n ' Olympic
athlet!!s.
Presiden t Carter said he
would take legal steps if
necessary to make sure our
athletes do not go to Moscow to
compete in the 1980 Summer
Games. His most likely step
would be to revoke their
passport s or to invalidat e them
for travel to the Soviet Union.

while talking about it on the
"Today" show.
That
hockey
team
represen ted not just an athletic
victory over another team, but
a victory of America nism over
foreign countries.
I am not arguing whether
this is right or wrong . I am not
arguing whether it is foolish or
not. I am merely saying it is so.
Having taught America n
amateur athletes that what they
do is right, good and just, we
now have told them to cut it out.
Just like that. The Soviet Union
invades another country and

"To the athletes, and perhaps to others, Carter's call
seems to be politically motivated, just one more
manipulation of world events to help get re-elected. "
I think that's wrong.
11 you believe the opinion
polls, a majority of American s
support an Olympic boycott to
protest against the Soviet invasion and occupation of
Afghanis tan. But I think a. great
deal of self-righteousness lies
behind that support. We have
fogotten what we as a country
and we as a people have been
teaching these athletes since
birth.
We have taught them that
what they are doing - the
developm ent of their bodies for
sports competit ion - is not only
a worthy goal, but a patriotic
one.
We have taught them that
becomin g an athlete, to the
exclusion of .all else, fulfilled
some kind of national goal.
What they were doing, we told
them, was not only good. It was
grand.
Look at the reaction to our
hockey victory at the Winter
Olympics this year. Did anyone
go around suggesting that it
was a matter of one group of
young men knocking a puck into
a net more orten than another
group of young men?
Of course not. It was - and
no one denied it - a victory for
America .
The vice presiden t attended
the match and called it one of
the greatest days of his life.
The presiden t turned it into a
state occasion at the White
House.
NBC's Tom Brokaw wept

the Olympic athlete, along with
wheat, is the weapon we will use
against them .
And the athletes were expected to fall in line without
complain t. It did not seem to
matter that for many of them
their sporting lives are over
quickly and they may never get
a chance to compete again. This
was America n policy and they
were not to whine about it.
But to the athletes, the
villainy of the Soviets was
never the issue. No one denied
the atrocities committe d in
Afghanis tan . Rather, it was the
relations hip
between
that
villainy and the Olympic
Games that was questioned.
The presiden t likes to compare this situation with the
Berlin Olympics of 1936. Yet
that is the worst example he can
raise.
In
that
Olympics ,
America went to the Games,
and Jesse Owens achieved his
triumph over Hitler not by
boycottin g, but by competin g .
Today, our athletes are
saying the same thing. Let us
compete . And hasn't America
always let them in the past?
America refused to join in .the
Olympic boycott of 1976, in
which 26 African nations were
protestin g
racism .
Why?
Wasn't racism importan t to us?
In 1978, Jewish leaders asked
for an Olympic boycott in 1980
to protest the denial of human
rights in the Soviet Union.
Carter was silent. Why? Wasn't
human rights importan t to
him ?

C om m en ts

To the athletes, and perhaps
to others, Carter's call seems to
be politicall y motivate d, just
one more manipula tion of world
events to help get re-elected.
But having said all that, I
now have to say I agree with the
Olympic boycott. We should
have boycotted in 1976 and in
1936 and neither time did we
have the guts to do so._
This will be the end of the
Olympics of course. I cannot
perceive of any time in the
future where some country will
not want to make some protest
over something. I don 't believe
there will ever be a fullparticipa tion Olympics again.
But that is the price Carter
wants to pay.
And he is right. The Soviet
invasion should be punished .
And if we can 't do it in reality,
we must do it symbolic ally.
But we have to understa nd
what we are asking our athletes
to do. We have to understa nd
what this means to them. And
pulling their passports would
not only once more show Carter's lack of persuasive powers,
but I think it is of questionable
constitut ionality .
America is allowing U.S.
businessmen to go to the Soviet
Union to make money. We are
allowing U .S. journalis ts to go
to the Olympics to write stories.
So how do we stop the athletes?
Free travel, except in times
of war, is the very essence of
democra cy.
If the athletes cannot be
persuaded to stay, they should
be allowed to go. And it is to
their consciences, not to Jimmy
Carter, that they should answer.
If the president cannot use
reason on his fellow American s,
he should not use force.

Reprinte d from the
St. Louis Post Dispatch
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Eq ual ityAn d
By CHARLES GRIFFIN
National News Bureau
It has been called the battle of
the sexes and there is no man
alive who will admit to having
won even a skirmish . The old
toast goes, "To the ladies, God
bless 'em, we can't live with
'em and we can 't live without
'em."
It would be foolish of me to
say that I came late to the fray.
I was in my late 20's when a
young woman called me a
"male chauvinis t pig." But I
well remembe r my earliest
skirmish .
At home, I had no siblings. We
had an outhouse for a toilet and
a large tin tub that we filled
with warm water and pulled
over by the heater when we took
baths. It was an old farmhouse
and we were your basic farm
family circa 1949 in most rural
North Carolina.
GOing to school for the first
time created a few problems of
adjustme nt. My grandfat her
warned me not to sit on the
toilet seats the morning before I
was to catch the school bus. He
told me to climb up on the toilet
and squat just as I would if I
were to take a cramp in the
woods . I asked him why . He
said, " You 'll see."
I saw. When I had to go, I was
led to the boys' restroom by a
second grader. The first thing
that hit me was the odor. The

Wo me n

toilets were a row of open
booths. There were five toilets.
Two of them actually had seats.
All of them had spots of shit
everywh ere on them . One
clever farm lad had missed the
toilet entirely, apparent ly by
squatting with his back faCing
out while hanging on the pipe
and playing with the flusher. At
least he found out how to flush.
Most of the other hadn't
bothered .
Later on, the teachers and
janitors
combined
to
housebreak us. The toilets
became much cleaner. I later
understood that six-year-{)lds
who had never seen a flush-typ e
indoor john could be expected to
create a shitty situation .
Now, you must realize that I
was in close contact with girls
my own age for the first time in
my life. As boys go, I knew
enough not to shit on the toilet,
but otherwise I was as wild as a
colt. Notions of chivalry and
protectio n of the fair sex had
never occurred to me in my
first five years.
No one told me they had their
own toilet. I never saw a girl in
the one I went to. I figured they
had a special time when they
went, or maybe they held it
better than boys did. I mean,
what do you expect when you
know from nothing to begin
with .
So, when a girl named Vicky
hit me in the back of my head
with a well-aime d rock, I took it
very personal ly. She danced
from foot to foot singing, " Na(Cont, on pg. 8)

Sicilian
Topper.
Some say it's "Upside D own Pizza."
Try Pizza Inn's new Sicilian Topper Pizza. You might say it's "Upside
Down Pizza", because we put the toppings on the crust firs t, then cover
them with extra portions of our mozzarella cheese. No ma tter whIch
topping you select, the Sicilian Topper is trul y a unique taste m PIzza.

1735 N. Bisbop

Rolla

Phone 364-4544

Music 40 Picnic
Sunday, April 27th, 4
p.m. at Blue Lake.
Those attend ing
must submit $1 in advance for expenses to
Joel Kramme, Rm
Harris Hall. Sign-up
sheet will be posted
and maps will be
available. Music 40
& 41 students and all
band and orchestra
memb ers
are
i welcome. For more
'infor matio n. Call
Larry at 364-8832 or
364-1301.

-
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( Continued From Page 19)
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The

unsuspecting

student's attention on th.e part
where the error came in. Thus,
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Greek Week 1980
The Gods of Olympus

Queen Candidates

ELIZAlIMYERl
LISA WILLE

I

BARBARA O'CONNOR

This year's Greek Week Gods and Guards are (left to right) Ken Hosp, Doug Fleiss, Rob
vinroy, Frank Danzo, Ed Latimer, Rick Bay, Mike Klump and John Lavalette.

The Men of Tau Kappa Epsilon are proud to present
Barbara O'Connor as our
candidate for the 1980 Greek
Week Queen. Barb hails from
Florissant, Missouri and has
received her certificate of
education in the area of child
care and development from St.
Louis Community College in
1978. Barb is currently employed at McCluer High School
as an instructor in their child
care
and
development
program. She enjoys drawing,
painting. cooking and bringing
a smile to a young child's face.
With her warm and outgoing
personality and her angelic
smile, we feel that Barb would
be an excellent choice to reign
with the gods .over the Greek
Week games.

The Men of Alpha Epsilon Pi
are proud to present Miss Lisa
Ann Wille as their candidate for
Greek Week Queen 1980. Lisa is
a beautiful five foot seven inch
brunette who is currently in the
dental assisting program at
Missouri
Southern
State
College. She plans to continue
her studies in the field of dental
hygiene. She enjoys working
with people and that is why she
chose a health-related field .
Her hobbies are water skiing,
boating and tennis. Her plans
after graduation are to work as
a dental hygienist and to one
day instruct students in the field
of dental hygiene. With Lisa's
outgoing personality and love
for meeting and working with
people, we feel she will make an
excellent choice to reign with
Zeus over the Greek festivities.

The Men la Sigma
take great I nd pleasurl
presenting
Elizab
Maria My s their 1

Greek Que« [date. BeO
the daUght r. and M
Robert M) Rolla, II
This 5'211'"
blue-e)
beauty
i: Junior
Mechanical ring and
actively i j in ma
organizatio ! on our 01
campus. SI I member
Kappa De Ilrity, Alpl
Phi Omega Ion the soci
committee ihellenic. H
interests
swimmir
tennis, cam KJsewing.
Beth's c, easy·goil
personality idiant beau
make her ellent choil
for Greek Queen th
year.

LAURA PFAUTSCH

JANET RIMMEY

DIANN JOHNSON

The sisters of Zeta Tau Alpha
are proud to present Miss Janet
Rimmey as their 1980 Greek
Week Queen candidate. This 5
foot 4 inch brown-haired, greeneyed native of Florissant, MO
will graduate in May with a BS
in Computer Science. Janet has
been an active member of Zeta
and has previously held the
offices of Membership Chairman and Treasurer and is
currently acting as House
Manager. Janet has also participated in Daughters of Lee,
Blue Key and ACM where she
held the offices of Treasurer
and President. Her hobbies
include sewing and dancing.
Zeta believes that Janet, with
her charm, bubbling personality,
and
never-ending
energy, well represents the
Greek system at UMR.

Pi Kappa Phi, and the
Brothers thereof, are proud to
present Miss Diann Johnson of
Lebanon, Missouri, as our
Greek Week Queen candidate
for this year's festivities. Diann
is a freshman at UMR majoring
in Electrical Engineering and
presently
makes
Thomas
Jefferson Hall her home away
from home.
Diann is involved in many
activities at UMR. She serves
as Secretary of the Gymnastics
Club, and is an active member
of IEEE, BSU and the First
Baptist Church of Rolla.
Diann's interests are diverSified and vary from modern
dance and ballet to racquetball
and jogging. The Brothers of Pi
Kappa Phi feel that because of
her beauty and other fine attributes makes Diann a good
choice as this year's Greek
Week Queen.
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The Men of Sigma Tau
Gamma are proud to present as
their goddess Miss Laura Ann
Pfautsch. Miss Pfautsch is a
junior here at UMR majoring in
Chemical Engineering. She is
active in the Student Council.
Alpha Chi Sigma, Omega Sigma
Epsilon, as well as President of
2nd Floor T J and a Little Sister
at Sigma Tau Gamma.

KAREN WHEATON

LYNN
VANDERVELDEN
Pi Kappa Alpha is proud [0
present
Miss
Lynn
Vandervelden as their candidate for
Greek Week Queen. An avid
gymnast and
trampolinist.
Lynn participates as a member
of the UMR Diving and Swim
Team. She is also involved in
PiKA Little Sisters, Wesley,
and Campus Club. The Pikes
are delighted to have Lynn
represent them as their Goddess for 1980.

The Brothers of Delta Sigma
Phi are proud to introduce Miss
Karen Wheaton, as their 1980
Greek Week Queen candidate.
.Karen. a junior in Geological
Engineering is the daughter of
Kent and Jane Wheaton of
Independence, MO.
Karen is very active on the
UMR campus. Not-only is she a
Little Sister of Delta Sigma Phi.
but she is also a member of the
ASSOCiation of Women Students.
Christian Campus House, and in
the fall she performs with the
band as a baton twirler. In her
spare time Karen enjoys
canoeing, camping, and handcrafts.
We feel that because of
Karen's obvious attractiveness,
charm , sincerity, and wit that
she is an excellent choice for the
1980 Greek Week Queen.

TAMMY ALEXANDER
The Men of Sigma Phi Epsilon are proud to present Miss
Tammy Alexander as our
Greek Week Queen candidate
for 1980.
Tammy is the daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Wendal Alexander,
Route 6. Springfield, Missouri.
Miss Alexander is currently a
freshman attending Southwest
Missouri
State
University.
Tammy's future career plans
are to complete beauty school
work
as a
and go to
cosmetologiSt. Some of her
leisure time entertainment
includes danCing and various
water sports.
Tammy is a beautiful, 5'7"
brunette with a sparkling
personality. We are confident
that she possesses the outstanding qualities expected by
the IFC and Greek gods to reign
as the 1980 Greek Week Queen.
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CONNIEMO~
The 1llen of Phi Kappa Theta
take great pride in presenting
Miss Connie Moylan of Alton,
III., as their candidate for
Greek Goddess. She graduated
from Marquette High School
and is currently enrolled in the
nursing program at Lewis and
Clark College.
We feel that Miss Moylan
would add great charm and
beauty to the gods as the
Goddess of Greek Week 1980.
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SUSAN LUCAS

GAY GLUSENKAMP

SANDRA HENDERSON

MELISSA RAFFETY

The Brothers of Lambda Chi
Alpha are proud to announce
Miss Susan Lucas as their
Queen candidate for Greek
Week. Miss Lucas is a freshman, from Macon, Missouri,
majoring
in
Engineering
Management. She is an active
member of Kappa Delta, as
well as being involved with the
Crescent Organization. Susan's
favorite
hobbies
include:
gymnast-ics,
dancing,
and
fishing. We, the Brothers of
Lambda Chi Alpha, believe that
Susan's attractiveness and
dynamic personality will make
her an excellent choice for
Queen to reign with Zeus over

It's Greek Week and the gods
have descended from Mt.
Olympus to reign on earth once
again. The Brothers of Triangle
are proud to announce their own
lovely goddess, Miss Gay Ellen
Glusenkamp, as their 1980
Greek Week Queen candidate.
This statuesque blonde, greeneyed beauty is a 1978 graduate
of McCluer North High School
in Florissant. Gay attended
Northeast
Missouri
State
University and is currently a
manager for Elaine Powers.
The Greek goddess of love and
beauty,
Aphrodite
herself.
couldn't have chosen a more
enchanting
and
gorgeous
candidate for queen than our
Gay.

The Brothers of Sigma Pi are
honored to announce their
candidate, Miss Sandra Gail
Henderson, for Greek Week
Queen. Sandy, a student at
William Woods College, is
majoring in fashion merchandising. The daughter of
Mrs. Tom Serandos and Mr.
Merle Henderson, she claims
Louisiana, Missouri, as her
home. She enjoys water skiing,
reading, and just being with
people. We feel that due to her
charming
personality
and
beauty, she will make an excellent choice for this year's
Greek Week Queen.

We, the Men of Acacia, are
proud to announce Miss Melissa
Raffety as our 1980 Greek Week
Queen Candidate. Miss Raffety
is a Junior majoring in E.E.
here at Rolla. She is originally
from Independence, MO, where
she graduated from William
Chrisman High School. Melissa
is 5'6", has brown eyes and red
hair. She enjoys volleyball,
water skiing, canoeing, and
dancing. Melissa is an active
member of Liahona, where she
has held several offices. In her
. spare time she also works in the
Computer Center library. We
think that Melissa would make
an excellent Queen.

Gr~I(WP('\c

PEGGY VESSELL
The Women of Kappa Delta
have selected Peggy Vessell, a
junior in Business Economics,
as their Greek Week Queen
candidate. She is active on
campus and in KD. She has
served as captain of the UMR
Porn-Porn Girls for two years.
We feel her charm, personality and good looks certainly make her an outstanding
candidate for Greek Week
Queen.

LINDA JASPER

KATHY WEBER
The Brothers of Delta Tau
Delta take great pride in announcing Miss Kathy Weber as
our Greek Week Queen candidate for 1980.
Kathy is a 5'7" blue-eyed
blond, who hails from St. Louis,
Missouri. She enjoys the busy
life of the city as well as the
peaceful outdoors. Kathy's
future plans include attending
either Notre Dame or UMC and
majoring in fashion marketing.
We feel that Kathy's warm
and cheerful personality, attractiveness and intelligence
made her an excellent choice
for this year's Greek Week
Queen.

MARGARET LANE
The Alpha Psi Chapter of
Theta Xi Fraternity is proud to
present Miss Margaret Ann
Lane as their Queen Candidate.
Miss Lane, daughter of
Thomas E. and Vivian Kay
Lane of Springfield, Mo., was
born in Brighton, Mo., is five
feet eight inches tall, has brown
hair, green eyes, and is a firstyear student majoring in
Computer Science. She is a
recipient
of
a
Curator's
Scholarship, a singer in UMR's
Chamber Choir, a member of
Zeta Tau Alpha Sorority and the
Blue Irises of Theta Xi.

The Brothers of Kappa Sigma
are proud to present as their
candidate for Greek Week
Queen the lovely Miss Linda
Jasper. Linda, a native of St.
Louis, is currently a nursing
student at Maryville College
and is interning at St. Mary's
Hospital in St. Louis.
Since her party weekend
debut here at Greek Week '78,
she has quickly gotten to know
all of the Brothers quite well
and has grown to be loved by
all . We believe that her evercheerful smile, outgoing personality, and constant enthusiasm make her a fitting
candidate for this prestigious
honor.

MICHELLE COLOMBO
The Brothers of Kappa Alpha
are proud to present their 1980
Greek Week Queen candidate,
Miss
Michelle
Colombo.
Michelle, the daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Mario Colombo of
Florissant, Missouri, is a
beautiful
brunette
with
sparkling green eyes. Miss
Colombo is presently employed
as a secretary for McDonnell
Automation Company in St.
Louis. The 1977 graduate of
McCluer North likes to go
swimming, hiking, and camping in her spare time. The
Brothers of Kappa Alpha feel
that
Michelle's
charming
personality make her an outstanding choice for queen.

She is the
and Mrs. Dale
HahnOfjeo. Sarah is
present!
'. an in Undo
nginee tlnVOlved In a
number
. tions. She is
mem
Kappa Delta
~roritY. j 'tUe Sister with
Sigma N Little Sister,
a~
Secretaryalso Activities
esley Founof
ident
ub
and
a
. Aside from
-rounded
in" charm, wit
graces her
kes her the
Greek Week

CATHERINE SINEATH .
The Sisters of Chi Omega are
proud to present Miss Catherine
Sineath as their candidate for
Greek Week Queen. Cathy is a
junior majoring in Engineering
Management at UMR.
Cathy is a member of E.M.A.,
S.W.E., the Balloon Club of
America, the National Wildlife
Federation, and is a certified
National Ski Patrolman. This
lovely young lady would certainly highlight the Greek Week
festivities with her beauty and
sparkling personality.

Greek Week
Schedule .
Thursday, April 24
ALL GREEKS WEAR OLD GREEK WEEK SHIRTS ON CAMPUS
3:30 - Panhellenic Mini-Olympics at Fraternity Row. Beer at Lion's Club
,Park to work on carnival booths

Friday, April 25
PUBLIC BATHS ON CAMPUS· Beer at Lion 's Club to
work on carnival booths
6:00-BikeRace
6:30 - Greek Week Carnival at Lion's Club Park
9: 30 - All-Greek Dance at the Armory featuring "Effie"

Saturday, April 26

6:30 - IFC Banquet at Lion'sClub Den - $6.00 per person
9:00- HAPPY HOUR at Bruno's

11: 45 - Greek Games at the Elysian Fields

______

--------~----~----~--

-------- r~==~~
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equation . The unsuspecting
student rejoices. Surely I can
work that
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student's attention on tbe part
where the error came in. Thus,
little by little the
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Equal ity
And
Wome n
(Continu ed from Page 5)
na, n 'naa-na- yuh cain't hit a
gur\ll!" She ran when I chased
her. She continued to sing until
it became clear that I was very
serious about catching her. She
ran very well, but time was on
my side, I thought.
Vicky ran into a door that was
at the opposite end of the hall
from the restroom that I used.
My logic did not function well
enough to ring any warning
bells. I went through the door
also.
My eyes told me I was in a
toilet, but what a toilet. The
floors were clean. The walls had
nothing scrawled on them .
There was no urinal. There was
an extra sink. And there were
six private booths - each with a
slatted door. They had locks,
too, ' cause Vicky was behind
the fourth door and it was
locked tight. She screamed and
screame d. A teacher came and
got me.
In the principal 's office I got a
lesson on women's rights,
unequal protection, chivalry ,
the sacredness of the girls'
toilet, and the functions of the
two-handed
one-inch-thick
paddle.
Years passed, but I still had
sort of an outlaw nature. The
kids at school had rules that
were considered unbreakable.
If you broke them you became a
social outcast. Of course, the
most sacred was the one about
not hitting girls.
Eventua lly, I found myself in
junior high in Holly Hill,
Florida. I was in the seventh
grade. An eighth-grade gir l
named Brenda was a favorite of

Thursd ay, April 24, 1980

the leader of the local gang. She
combat and you get a mixed
consider ed herself tough and
bag of response ... Too delicate,
Recor d Revie w
above the rules. One day before
says
the
Pentagon .
Too
schooi started she slugged me
precious, says the Southern
just to show off to her girl
congressman . Too dangerous,
friends. I had done nothing to
says the girl who may have to
her and I followed my first
go.
It's
OK,
say
the
impulse - which was to swing
stateswomen of women's lib
back. I knocked her down. Her
who are already too old to go.
lip was bloodied. She cried and
They seldom point out that
By GRAHM CARLTO N
between sobs shouted at me
women occupy a special status
National News Bureau
that her boyfriend was going to
as our only renewable source of
get me. We came to a
children .
Without
future
negotiate d settlement.
THE KNACK- But the Little
generations, wars cannot be
In 1971 at a USSPA conUndersta nd .. -Capitol:
fought or won. Wars also tend to Girls
. vention, I opened the door for a
obliterat e the best of a given This is what the Knack's
young woman. I admit that the
generatio n of youth. Reservin g producer and masterm ind,
door would have opened for her
women for childbea ring insures Mike Chapman, has to say
had she pushed against it, but
that 50 percent of the gene pool about the Knack (this is lifted
her arms and hands were full
will contain enough good traits verbatim from the back cover):
and I' thought nothing of exto allow mating with inferior As you listen to this album you
tending a little courtesy to a
will discover the many different
stock - 4Fers and the like fellow student journalis t. As I
sides of the Knack. Side 1 and
which will still produce normal
pulled the door open she said,
Side 2. The songs are an
children.
"Get lost, you male chauvinis t
assortme nt of feelings and
As far as the rest of it goes,
pig! " At first, I didn't unemotions expressed redunthe myth is just that. Women
derstand the rationale behind
dantly as only the Knack can.
can shoot and fight just as well
the phrase, but it was drumme d
This record is very dear to me
as men. They have up days and
into me at that meeting.
and my bank manager ."
down days, but if a man had to
Not all the girls were for the
have a period in the middle of
feminist movement. One sweet
What more need I say?
his down days, he would be flat
young Georgia peach said,
on his back until it was over
As we all know by now, pop
"Honey, I will go along with this
with. A woman might hit the
music was never intended to be
bullshit when men can have
bed if she has a chance, but
high art. It's just another
babies and women can pee
most of the time she keeps right
business - a condition that has
standing up." That was not
on making a living and doing
set in like rigor mortis because
terribly
profound.
It
is
whateve r has to be done.
all the creative, artistic people
theoretic ally possible to imThey are just plain tougher
in the record biz have been
plant a fetus on a male, and I
than us. How the hell we ever
replaced with compute r-trained
have seen women peeing while
justified paying them less for
business people who are more
standing up. They were good
equal work or relegatin g them
concerned with the bottom line
shots, too.
to second class citizenship, I'll
than the top of the charts.
The myth of the fairer sex
never.know.
exists. It echoes in the hall of
I suspect, however, it was
Last year, the Knack's debut
Congress . It hides behind closed
probably their idea - they just
was greeted with a mass of
doors in the Pentagon . Big
got around to changing their
hype and hoopla. It was mildly
business brandishes it every
minds, which is a woman 's
amusing
and
diverting ,
time some woman executive
prerogat ive. And, as any man
providin g at least one sign of
gets too close to the board room.
knows, no woman ever blamed
life in an otherwise blah year.
Even the proponents of
herself for having the idea she
The music wasn't anything
women 's lib are not immune to
is currently against.
great or lasting, but·you have to
the myth. They do ask for
I can hear the bricks
admit that "My Sharona " had
special protectio n under the
whistling my way now! ...
an infectiou sly delicious hook
law. If they believed in their
ability, they wouldn't need r-..,.....-..~·----- ·---·--.-..-·----·----1
ERA.
Mention the idea of women in

lIThe Kn ac k"

\

I
Oneglass
younnever
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that had to have you walking
around at one point or another
going "do do do do do doot-do do
do-do do do do ao doot-dooo
doooo dooo dooo."
That hOOK obviously was
cloned for later misuse. What
was once infectiou sly delicious
is now nothing more than a
bothersome canker sore. But it
isn' t the Knack's fault. When
you stop to figure it out, there
was no way a second album by
the Knack would have as much
as a snowball 's chance in hell.
There were two things they
could have done: develop their
sound into something more
sophisticated,
giving
their
audience a chance to have
music to grow with, or combine
the
two
great
America n
tradition s of giving the people
what they want and letting
them boogie ' til they puke. The
Knack opted for the latter.
It's too bad the group didn't
opt for a wishy-washy compromise between the two. If it
had, there might have been a
glimmer of hope that Doug
Fieger's lyric writing ability
had advanced beyond the level
of a retard, and the Knack
might actually have had the
chance to build a career instead
of just being written off as
another flash in the pan group,
to be ground up and discarded
by the pop music machine ry.
Meanwh ile, where do we put
the blame for this album 's
being such a waste of vinyl ?
Doug Fieger? Mike Chapman ?
Capitol
Records?
Cocaineloaded radio program mers
afraid to try something new?
It's tempting and easy to blame
any of them . but I think we'll
leave the blame on the doorstep
of the America n marketin g
system, whose battle cry is
"Greed Uber Alles! "
And to think you were wondering why music isn't as much
fun as it used t~ be.

\
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Your fashio n look with this
grace ful, 14K yellow gold and
diamo nd penda nt, desig ned
by Jewel mont. With Spring in
the air. .. treat yours elf to a
new I<?ok, for a new seaso n.
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On Hipness; Bluegrass &Other Stuff
"Hi, it's me, I'm back."
- Frank Zappa, 1979
I smell bad, I itch a lot, and I
have strange thoughts. So
would you if you had been
buried for three weeks. You
kinda lose track of yourself, ya
know? Like, at one point, I had
convinced myself that I was
Jerry Garcia. I just knew it.
What a let-down when I found
out I was wrong. Fortunately, I
was resurrected just in time to
make the final decision on the
responses for the "Hippest
Double-Date in Town " contest.
After much deliberation, the
final winners are fourteen-year-

old Mary Jane Jablonski of
Doolittle, Missouri and Lauren
Bacall who, unknown to most of
the local inhabitants of Rolla,
has been living here the last
four years. I was very pleased
with my foresight in including
the wide range of age groups
reading . about
and
. after
meeting
fourteen-year-old
Mary
Jane
Jablonski
of
Doolittle. A swell little gal, who
described herself as "a real
good sport" in her letter, she is
studying
to
become
a
professional bricklayer at one
of the local vo-tech schools. She
was taken out of school in eighth
grade when it was discovered

Thursday, April 24, 1980
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ANOTHER WORLD WAITING ...
Silhouette amber sunlight
Slide lively on full of daydreams
Eiderdown graceful gliding

ided

Cool mirror ripples below green
put
1m's
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Ian?
lineners
ew?

arne
e'li
step

ting
is

von·

uch

Satin host sequin starlight
Threat gossamer laCing on the weaver beams
Spying roads lost to riding

that her entire vocabulary
consisted of three different
frequencies of giggling. A
standard ··placement test"
revealed
her affinity
for
"bricklaying" . I'm looking
forward to having a " really
good time" with her. So, for that
matter, is Dan, with Lauren.
The two of them are old friends
from way back. It seems they
used to meet on a regular basis
over backgammon, cocaine,
and the discussion of highly
controversial,
avantgarde
political theories at gatherings
of the local "Students for a
Democratic Society" chapter in
the 60's. Pretty " hip" , eh?
Unfortunately, we had to
disqualify one entry due to the
"immediate family of the
or
any
adchancellor
ministration
official "
restriction. The fifteen-year-old
daughter of Chancellor Marchello had sent in a photograph,
a short resume of her "hipness "
qualifications, and a signed
note from h~r parents saying :
"It's all right, she can go. " Her
father, who "thought I was
signing her report card," was
outraged at the thought of
someone in a diving helmet,
yellow rubber raincoat, black
extra long "Head" diving
_ flippers and a chartreuse scarf
coming to his door and saying
··Hi, I'm here to pick up your
daughter." At any rate, nothing
"came of It" as it turned out.
You 've probably noticed that
I've been using a lot of
"quotation marks" in this
"article" . WeB, I "don't care " .
I mean, every "once in a while"
I just "get into" a "quotation
mark " "mood" . "YOU know" "
? """"" IJ ! ! ! ! ! ! ! .. u .. " !
44!"! ...... II! .. !"! " " ! " ! "
! ' ! 1I! .. ! ! ! .... ,, """ H"""
"U'IIO """ "" .. \I""",,!U"

group who turned in a fine
collected thoughts with the
performance that provided a
individual who complained
nice contrast to the other music
about us allegedly playing
heard throughout the day), and
" Titties and Beer" by Frank
two students whose names I
Zappa around this time last
can 't recall at the moment
week. You flaming twit! First
(what with the excitement of
of all, the obscenities that al·
the crowd and everything,
legedly got aired (such perespecially the "everything",
verse earth shakers as "titties"
and "ass") have been declared
what can I say? >. Of course, the
legally
O.K .
(Le.-NOT
factor that allowed everything
obscene ) by the F.C.C. for nigh
to climb deliberately to a
onto ten months or more now.
screaming peak was the fine
by
Dan
sound
I?rovided
Any other obscenities that
appeared on the record were
" Truckin' " and his crew from
Frozen Boa Constrictor Sound. . bleeped out ( allegedly, of
Don't ask. And now (you know,
course) . So your complaints
in grade school I would have
have no base in law at all.
been forced to stay after school
Secondly, how do you think
audiences reacted when Clark
and write long, tedious essays
on such absurd subjects as
Gable first said "Frankly my
"The Political Aspects of a Cut- dear, I don't give a dam·n." in
Ball " in three thousand words
"Gone With the Wind" ? Obor more by some overbearing,
viously, it was controversial.
frustrated nun (i.e. -penguin )
Why? Because there were a
for starting a sentence with
bunch of people around at the
"and" like that. But then, that's
time ( as there are now) who
the beauty of engineering
couldn 't tell the difference
school. We don't have to know
between obscenity for obhow to communicate anyway)
scenity's sake and the depiction
for a more serious note.
01 real life as a valid creative
Seriously. Good 'ole Truckin' ,
force in art. Which is one of the
being the sentimental fool that
problems of an engineering
he is, had offered to pay for any
school. You get a bunch of
photographs taken of the
people down here who become a
Festival, but especially any
little (or a lot) overeducated,
photographs taken of either of
and become totally sheltered
from "reality " as it really is,
the two generators used out
and they lose track of things.
there that day. Just call 364-1927
and ask for "Truckin' ". He's They start thinking that the
only real source of creative
hip.
While I'm (once again) on the
energy expresses itself only in
"subject" of hipness, I may as
the form of numbers, equations
and bizarre theories no one can
well go ahead and cover " ununderstand. They lose track of
hipness " while I'm at it. What
I'm trying to say is that I'd like
the fact that the real source of
to share some of mv carefully
(Continued on pg. 10)

Known only by whispers of the Go-Between

Which brings us to our next
subject, the SUB " Bluegrass
and Folk Arts Festival" of this
weekend past. It can be
described in one word, "incredible" : The driving force in
bringing about the occurrence
Looking for friendly females who don't mind being used or abused, call 364·
8575 and ask for one of the boys.
of this rare and beautiful event
was "Uncle Dave" Obermann
Hey , Candy Sue! Is it true that all Aquariuses born in January are really
(a.k.a.
"Obie",
a.k.a.
slush puddles?
.
"O.D.O.B.", a.k.a. "honorable
Scorpion
KMNR squagii" >. Needless to
MIKE , you better return my ··Stetson". because l"m tracking you down so
say, the event could not have
we will meet again!! 364·1350. Dan .
realized its full potential for
success had it not been for the
NOTICE : Have you had a class with Jim wyckorr or Wayne Bailey? If so,
exceptional
performances
watch this space for future developments!
turned in by Dudley Murphy
and County Line, The Cedar Hill
LAURA : Wouldn ·t it all be nicer if everyone still liked you and you didn ·t
Grass, Brush Creek, Cathy
have such a big ego? Anyway. Bob would make a better escort!
Barton and Dave Para, Bob
~'OR SALE: 1976900 c.c. Kawasaki motorcycle. 15,000 miles. Includes : 2
Abrams,
The
Stringtown
matching Kawasaki full coverage helmets. brand new Vindicator fairing.
Stringband, The Low Water
almost new: tires. chain. sprocket. luggage rack . highway pegs. touring
Bridge Stringband (a local
~a t. and Bill Wirges 4 in~o 1 he~ders . Askinj: price : $2.250. Call3ti4·5104 .

Classified

Stars and Shows,
Peaks and Pits

iD
THE

FIRST

25
YEARS

3 TACOS FOR $·1.00
Sunday-5 p.m.-9 p.m., Thursday-5 p.m.-9 p.m.
Coors &
Schlitz
On Tap

1011 Kingshighway
Rolla, MO
364-5171

~!'00
Forum Plaza

Rolla Open 9 to 9 364·5432
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student's attention on tbe part
equation. The unsuspecting where the error came in. Thus,
student rejoices. Surely I can _.2I~it~tl~e_,!bYLI~it~t1I~e...!!th~e~J~~~_ _ _~
work that one out! Re
. II a

Answers
... .:I .:I
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(Cont. from pg. 9)
creative energy is actually all
of life as it really is, and that
subject encompasses a lot more
than numbers and equations. In
fact, it even extends to ~rtain
slang expressions used com·
monly in the english language.
As I said, your complaint
(whoever "you" are) has NO
LEGAL
BASIS
WHAT·
SOEVER. So, if you want to call
up the F .C.C. and argue their
morality, feel free, but please
don't bother us. Thank you. By
the way, these are my own
opinions and they in no way
reflect the opinion or policy of
the staff and management of
KMNR.

Groundwaves
Finally, on a good·note, this
past Monday was the fourth
annual "franklin's · Tower
Day" OIl campus. It was
another overwhelmtng success,
the entire day was just beauWul
weather·wlse, and the campus
administration was in total
pandemonium. Why, even some
of the professors didn't show up
for class, from what I un·

derstand. The atmosphere was
perfect for the usual totem·pole
festivities that evening, which
generated
the
annual
"Franklin's
Tower
Day
Proclamation" out of all the
madness and confusion. And
when the scroll was opened, it
was found to read, in part:
"THURSDAY :
4-24.
At
midnight ·
that
masked
maurader of the airwaves,
Kirbii, will bring you the latest
from Mike Rutherford
MONDAY : 4-28. The Rolling
Bozo Revue and J.R. will
feature the veinless album
"Scarlet" by Scarlet Rivera
WEDNESDAY:
4-30.
Let
Obie brighten your afternoon
with the album "Markology"
from.
Mark
O'Connor.
somewhat of a child ·prodigy in
the bluegraSs world,
u .. . anyhow, no ene's been the
same since:.. "
_ .•.
. "Mark"
Commenting. on- the· cultural
upheavat wIlIdl taok place - in
Rolla from the early seventies
to ... )" Two days and two more
weeks of classes, campers!
Gentlemen, apply your tanning
lotions .....
. "Mark"

QUALITY CLEANERS
EXPERT CLEANING REASONABLY PRICED

108 W. 7th Street

Rolla, Mo. 65401

BUY A FULLY
EQUIPPED
(including air conditioning)

'8001ds
Cutlass

Olds Cutlass
V-6 Economy
20 City/27 Hwy .

or '80 Buick
Regal
as low as

SPECIAL DEALS-Special financing
especially designed for UMR graduates .
BUY NOW-PAY AFTER ON THE JOB!

BUY ONE AND SAVE

Schweiss
Motor Co., Inc.
Olds·Buick·AMC/ Jeep
500 Hwy . 63 S. Rolla 364.132~
Open 8 to 7 Sat . till 4 p.m .
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8:00 p.m. in St_ Pot's Ballroom
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Artist In
Residence

'Songweaver Concert

John Cobb, a junior in
English, will participate in an
artist in residence program at
the University of Missouri·
Rolla until May 16. .
During his tenure, Cobb will
use the lounge in the University
Center· West as a studio, and the
public is invited to stop by and
watch him work or talk with
him
about his paintings,
graphics and jewelry, which
will be on exhibit and available
for purchase.
The exhibit will be open for
viewing from 8 a.m.·8 p.m.
Mondays through Fridays 5
p.m.-8 p.m. on Saturdays and 4
p.m.-8 p.m. on Sundays. Cobb
himself will be in the lounge
from II a.m.·2 p.m. Mondays,

On Friday, April 25, at 7:30
p.m. UMR students and the
public are invited to a
Songweaver Concert to be held
at St. Pat's Catholic Gym in
Rolla. The concert will feature
the music of Jim Newton. Jtm
weaves a tapestry of love and
music. His performance is both
entertaining and educational,
stimulating
and
thought

provoking. He has an energy, a
committment, and a style,
which demand and deserves t
be appreCiated. Living an
singing is a way of Christian lif
for the Songweaver.
The concert is sponsored by
the students of the Wesley
Foundation and the United
Ministries in Higher Education.
There is no admission charge.

Wednesdays and Fridays and at
various·other times throughout
the week.
A resident of Newburg, Cobb
has won two art scholarships
<Florida 'Junior College and
Jilcksonville
University ),
maintained a studio at the
Jacksonville Art Museum and
exhibited for the Florida

Governor's Convention and
radio station KUMR in the
Curtis Laws Wilson Library at
UMR. He also has been honored
by the Jacksonville Library and
awarded an honorable mention
( fourth place ) in the Florida Art
Show, a competition that
featured more than 700 entrants.

Buick Regal
V-6 Economy
20 City/27 Hwy .

Buick Skylark·Oldsmobile Omega
NOW IN STOCK·WHILE THEY LAST
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A Melodrama
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$6,495 00
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A LOUSY 9ge Here 's a carry·out deal you can't refuse. Order
a large or medium pizza to go and we'1I slip
two of these 32 oz. cartons of Coke around your
mitt for a lousy 99' more. Now that's a
carry·out deal you can't refuse. But hurry,
offer expires April 30, 1980.

Goafather's PiZZaTM
Forum Plaza
Shopping Center

364·3214
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UMR Baseball

Miners Explode Over Weekend
By JOHN CROW
On Friday, April 18 our Miner
baseball team hosted Lincoln
Univ. in a twinbill that was a
makeup of a rainout earlier in
the season.
In the first game, Joe Feldman started on the mound and
went the distance as the Miners
skated to a 6-0 victory. Feldman
struck out five while walking
four as he recorded another
shutout to up his record to 5-2
with an ERA of 2.85. Rick Fuerman went 2 for 3 with 2 RBis

and Jim Lueckenhoff went I for
3 as he knocked in 3 runs to pace
the Miners in hitting.
Jeff Walters started the
second game for the Miners as
they jumped to an early lead by
scoring three runs in the first
inning. Walters went all the way
and picked IIp the victory as the
Miners won the game 7-2. Once
again it was Rick Fuerman
swinging the hot bat as he
picked up two more hits and 4
RBIs.
Then. on Saturday it was on to
Jefferson City to play the same

Lincoln
team
in
another
doubleheader.
A little strategy was employed by both coaches as UMR
decided to start their two
winningest pitchers in Rolla
and Lincoln waited until they
were on home turf Saturday to
start their aces.
In Saturday 's first game,
Reichman was the starting
hurler and went the distance as
he allowed four hits while
striking out five and walking
five. Lincoln touched Reichman
for three runs but once again

Rick Fuerman's
bat
bottom of the seventh, Lincoln
provided the punch as he touched Fisher for a hit and a
run but, it was too little too late
collected two more hits and four
RBI 's. Craig Thomas, the as Lincoln fell to UMR in the
final game 3-1.
starting right fielder, also
As Coach Broyles put it "The
picked up two hits and drove in
two runs as the Miners went on Miners have finally started a
streak of their own, and with
to win the game 9-3.
some home games coming up,
Ron Fisher, who was coming
off the injured list because of a we should be in a good position
severe case of tendonitis, to make a real challenge to
started Saturday's nightcap - defending champion Southwest
and pitched an excellent' game. Missouri State." The Miners
Fisher had a perfect game with a &-2 record seem to have
going for 4 1-3 innings and a no their fate in their own hands as
hitter for 6 1-3 innings. In the they trail 7-1 Southwest Mo.

Intr-am urals

Sports

Track Finals Tonight

prelims and semifinals for the
70 yard high hurdles. the 100
The Intramural Track meet yard dash for both the men and
Thursday, April 24, 1980
started
Tuesday
with women, the 220 yard dash for
preliminaries in the sprints and both the men and women, the
MISSOURI MINER
finals in some other events, and 120 yard low hurdles for the
will
conclude today with the men, and the 50 yard dash on
Page 11
finals in all the sprints and the women's side.
Events which were completed
longer runs.
The events which Tuesday 's on Tuesday included the Mile
action
included were the Run for both the men and the
women, the Men's shot put and
discus throw, and the Women 's
high jump, long jump, and shot
puLIn the men's mile run. Scott
Lampert broke the tape in
4:42.23, Pete Lichtenwalner of
RHA took second, and Dave
Smith finished third. In the
men 's shot put. Tom Roller of
KANSAS CITY, Mo. - UMR Campus Club had the winning
1
is among the nearly 300 colleges put. a distance of 44' 3 ,; ' •
Wenking of Phi Kap and Heim
and universities in IS western
states invited to participate in of RHA took the two top runnerIN- up spots. In the discus, Rusty
the
annual
"COORS
Club heaved
TRAMURAL
SPORTS Adams of Campus
the disc 123' 71r/' to win the
FESTIVAL" .
event: Roller of Campus Club
The event consists of a full got second. and Bond of RHA
day of co-ed activities such as took third.
volleyball, soccer, basketball,
softball and inner-tube water
polo. Competition will not be the
goal since there won't be any
HEY -==::==="winners". The purpose of the
Festival is to bring together
Rick Fuerman
stUdents from many campuses
- - - - - - - - - -- -- - -- - -- -- - - - - for a day of fun, relaxation and
sports, making new friends and
just enjoying themselves.
In addition to receiving a
transportation allowance, free
lunch and a souvenir, all participating teams will receive a
$700 donation of Sportcraft
equipment provided by Coors
__ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _~ for each Intramural Department.
This week the M-Club would gllmes. Rick was 6 for 11 at the
Each campus director of
like to recognize Rick Fuhrman plate while driving in 10 runs in intramural
activities
is
for his consistent play in the the four game span. Keep up the responsible for making this
program available to their
baseball Miners last four good work Rick!
student body.
By GERRY GOEKE

1M Sports
Festival

On the women's side, Janice
Hierholzer of RHA won the mile
in 6:08.03. Karen Williamson of
TJHA took second, and Jill
Cameron
of
Stardusters
finished third. Mitchell of ABS
won the shot put, Reiter of
TJHA took 2nd, and Graves of
ABS had the third longest put.
Cheryl Stroder ofTJHA won the
high jump, clearing 4' 10".
Sharp of RHA cleared 4' 6" to
take second, and Peggy Taylor
of Kappa Delta finished with the
third highest jump. Finally, in
the long jump, Rose Winters of
ABS jumped IS' 3 11'1 " to take
that event, and Karen Peacock
took second place with a 14' 10"
jump.
Today 's action will include
the finals of the 100 yard dash,
220 yard dash, 440 yard dash (4
heats against time for the men) ,
120 low hurdles, 880 yard run (2
heatrs against time for the
men ) for both the men and the
women, the mile relay and the
70 yard high hurdles for the
men, and the 50 yard dash for
the women . The scheduled time
iS4:30p.m .

SPORT shop~~.::

M-Club

Athlete of the Week

Shaft

Busch on Tap
1107 Pine

36~A3U

lalla, Missouri

Open 1 p .m.-l a.m. daily

Hot Sandwiches • Hot Chili Made Daily

A Toast To
The Greeks
Thanks For
Your Support
Throughout
The Year!

Thursday, January 31, 1980
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( Continued From Page 19)
equation. The unsuspecting

Answers

student 's attention on t~ part

rejOice:~s~.iSJu~r~el~y~1~caun~ _~w~h
.~e~r~e~th~e2e~r~rol~r~c~a~m:e~~in~.~T~h~U~S!.'_ _ _-.J
little by IItUe the

student
work that one I!l
r /
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Track Hopefuls For '80 Nationals
By JOHN DANIEL
Miner Track Coach Dewey
Allgood has had some trouble
with this year's track schedule,
as three meets have been
canceled. During the indoor
season,
both the Central
Missouri Invitational and the
Pittsburgh State Invitational
were canceled, while more
recently an outdoor meet at
Lincoln University was called
off due to the snow that greeted
us after Spring Break. Although
these missed opportunities has
set back the improvement of the
cindermens
performances,
Dewey and the tracksters are
anxiously awaiting the SMS
relays in Springfield this
weekend as well as the MIAA
Conference Meet in Cape
Girardeau on May 2·3:'
-Five ' of the tracksters are
particularly anxious to show
their stuff. Rick Lux, Rick
Welsh, Roddy Rogers, Brian
Snyder and Craig Heath have
continually been the most
impressive performers for the
cindermen· this year. Coach
Allgood feels that each of these
athletes has a legitimate
chance to qualify for the
coveted trip to California, and
the NCAA Division II Nationals.
Rick Lux is the top candidate,
and with an athlete like him, a
coaches luck never runs out.
Rick could probably run
anything and everything from
the 100 yard dash to the mile
run, but has concentrated his
efforts between the 440 yard
dash (400 meter) and the 880
yard dash (800 memterJ. At the
Delta State Relays, he ran the
440 in 48.8 seconds, while the
qualifying
time
for
the
nationals is 48.0 seconds. In the
600 yard dash, which is only run
in the indoor season, he holds
the school record with an impressive 1: 12.6.
Lux, along with Welsh, made

the trip to the Mule Relays at
Central Missouri on April 19.
Although it was only the juniors
second attempt at 800 meters
since his high school career at
Vianney, he ran away from the
rest of the field with an easy win
in 1 : 53 . 17. This is another school
record for Rick and it put him
just 1.07 seconds off the national
qualifying time of 1: 52. 1.
Rick Welsh has been another
performer
this
impressive
year. Up until the meet at
Central Missouri he had been
undefeated in his 400 meter
Intermediate Hurdle specialty.
In that meet, Welsh finished in
55.3 seconds, which is his best
time of the year, but that could
only get him fourth place in a
very strong field of hurdlers.
Since the school record is 54.3
seconds and the national
qualifying time is 53.4, Welsh
must be considered a strong
threat to both. He has also been
successful in the 120 yard high
hurdles and occaSionally fills in
on the mile relay.
The mile relay features a
quartet of excellent quarter
milers. Roddy Rogers, Brian
Snyder, and Craig Heath join
Rick Lux on a Miner relay time
that just might earn a trip to
California.
The
national
qualifying time is 3 : 14.6, while
the school record is 3: 18.4. This
talented group is closing in' on
both, as they boast a best time
of 3 :20.6.
The SMS Relays only have a
limited amount of open events,
so unfortunately Lux and Welsh
will have to wait for the con·
ference meet at Cape to attempt
their specialties, but the mile
relay team will get an opportunity at both meets. Coach
Allgood has indicated that he
may also send these talented
cindermen to the Missouri
Intercollegiate in Columbia on
May 9. Although that meet is

~----------------------

not presently on the Miners
schedule. it would give these

athletes one more chance to
reach the qualifying times for

the nationals and make their
beautiful dreams come true.

That one word
sums up career paths and
lifestyles at NCR/Wichita.
, Talk to a company that in 10 years has become .one of the world's
largest computer companies. Talk to one that is second to none in
performance. Talk to NCR/Wichita.
Growth prospects •••
In 10 years we've become a
giant. We're still accelerating. Industry revenues are
expected to double every 5
years into the 1990s. The
minis and microcomputers
we're designing and building in Wichita are expected
to command a whopping
12% of the overall industry
market by 1981. Keep pace
with us and you'll be in very
fast company.
State-of-the-art
involvements ...
We' re looking for Computer
Science and E.E. graduates
who can help us lead the
way in distributed data processing ... direct migration
... resource partitioned architecture ... data communications ... VLSI .. . high
density modular logics .. ;
new high-level languages
... and more. At NCRI
Wichita you'll be strategically positioned for the' 80's
and 90's.
Work environment •..
A briefing-or better yet, a

visit to Wichita-will show
We have career opportuniyou how we make "Total
ties in these areas that are
Systems " i nvolvement a as wide open as Kansas
day-to-day reality for over itself:
300 HW/SW pros; and give
you a first hand look at our
HARDWARE AREAS:
flexible methodology and in- • VLSI Circuitry
formal taskforce approach . • Digital Logic Design
to problem-solving. Worried
• Interface
about too-narrow speciali- • Components
zation? We'll put your mind
• Test Engineering
at ease. Ask about our inhouse Masters Degree pro- • Quality Engineering
• Design Evaluation
gram.
Engineering
Stress-free living and some
surprises ..•
SOFTWARE AREAS:
There is no "siege mental- • Design Evaluation
ity" in Wichita. You'll be
• Multi-programming
working in a neighborly city
oPerating Systems
of 300,000 that's never • Executives or Monitors
known big city woes. It's
• Physical and Logical I/O
home to many Fortune 500
• Communications
companies.
• File Processors and Utilities
Other su'rprises include; 3
• Data Management Systems
Greek Orthodox churches,
Base Management
polo, a 10,000 seat auditor- • Data
Systems
ium, a famous space center,
5 research institutions , a • Language Processors
fine graduate school, 6 ma- • Compilers
jor lakes within an hour's • Interpreters .
drive, and a choice of urban, • Diagnostics
suburban or semi- rural liv- • Development Tools
ing .
• Quality Assurance

Spring
Breakfast Special
2 eggs, hashbrowns, toast & jelly and
bacon
Mark AUt

w/coupon
Expires Wed., April 30, 1980
Breakfast Hours: 6:30-10:30 a.m.
1202 N. Bishop Rolla, Mo.
Hours: 6:30 a.m. to 11 p.m.
Open
till 12 midnight Fri. & Sat._
L_____________________

Helen McMahon

Ron EngJebrechl

Dwight Ensminger

Ernest McNair

We 'll introduce ~ou to people like : Design Engineer Mark Alft who regularly VISItS NCR s overseas operations; or Programmer Helen McMahon
who likes working with advanced language compilers ; or Hardware Manager Ro'.' Englebre,cht who's .a gentleman farmer weekends ; or Programmer DWIght Ensmmger who s earnmg an MBA at a local university; or
Programmer Analyst Ernest McNa;r who likes varied assignments and
having time to do a job right. .
'

For a full briefing on these (and other) opportunities,
call Ms. Carol Wadsworth collect at (316) 688·8282.
Or s,!nd her your confidential resume and salary
requirements to: NCR Corporation, Engineering
and Manufacturing, 3718 N. Rock Road,
Wichita, KS 67226.
An equal opportunity employer

1I18fil
Complete Computer Systems

